
Numbered Leaf Snake / Caterpillars 

This activity can be used to practice an important skill in woodwork.  We have delivered courses 

recently which have promoted woodwork within your settings and an excellent medium for a wide 

variety of skills.  It is interesting how long children will spend at this activity.  They love hammering 

nails into wood and it can be very therapeutic for adults too.  I have been surprised by how long 

children spend at this activity.  Often children who would otherwise struggle to become engaged or 

stay on task. 

Ask the children to collect a set of leaves.  You can decide how many, what size, what shape and 

colour with them .  The collection alone with this activity will be an excellent opportunity for 

mathematical language and development.   

The children will need a long surface to hammer on.  Large head clout nails are best for this activity.  

Encourage the children to sort out the leaves they want to use on their leaf snake / Caterpillar.  How 

will they be organised.  You might want to bring in pattern here if you have leaves of different 

colours or shades.   

Using hammers and nails to create their own leaf number snakes.  Give the children a demonstration 

of how to hammer a nail into the wood.  Remember to show them how to tap it in gently while they 

hold the nail in place.  Then take their hand away once it can stand alone and hammer with more 

strength and power.  The children will have plenty of opportunity to practice their fine motor skills 

with this activity.  Encourage them to count the length of their leaf snake / caterpillars.  Can they 

collect the correct number of nails and leaves for their leaf snake.  Which number will they choose? 

Provide number cards to link number to quantity.  Take the correct number of leaves and nails.  Use 

some wiggly or sticky eyes to give life to their snake head. 

The mathematical development within this experience is in the questioning and discussion:  

Consecutive ordering (can they put the numbers next to their leaves in the correct order) 

● Counting (leaves, hammer strokes, nails) 

● Matching number to quantity 

● Pattern 

● Collection, Classification & Ordering (how many leaf parts, points, veins, different shapes 

and varieties of leaf) 

● Leaf and Nail Shop (Introducing money and paying for leaves, giving change and paying) 

● Adding and subtracting leaf snakes (If you add 3 more, how long will your leaf snake be?   If 

you took four away how long would your leaf snake be?  If you put your leaf snake together 

with your friends leaf snake how many leaves long would it be?) 

 

 

 


